NEW
TO
OUR
STORE
Fishing Phone Cases

We are delighted to announce a completely new range of unique phone cases
only available from our online store at Fishing Phone Cases
There are four options to choose from:
Snap case
Flexi case
Tough case
Eco case
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Slim, lightweight protection
This high quality snap case - made for a
wide range of phones - has a snug and
precise t. Made from durable shatterproof
plastic that o ers slim, lightweight protection
for your device.
The case is manufactured from impact
resistant polycarbonate. This material is
extremely strong and lightweight. The phone
cases are carefully constructed with moulds
to precisely match the dimensions and
contours of your device to ensure the best
possible t.
Our custom designs are printed edge to
edge to an outstanding quality with vibrant
colour. The case is also coated with a waterbased polyurethane for added strength.
This case has clear, open ports for
connectivity and supports bluetooth
charging. Available in either matte or gloss
nish.
Precision t
Slim form factor
Model speci c casing
Supports bluetooth charging
Durable and shatterproof
Matte or gloss nish
REACh, RoHS and TUV Rheinland certi ed

Models
Apple
Samsung
Google
Huawai
LG
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Snap case

Flexible and durable protection
The Flexi cases are slimline and low pro le,
tting tightly around your smartphone.
They are manufactured using a high quality
TPU material which provides excellent shock
absorption to protect against dropping and
impact damage.
The case features very high quality colour print
with a beautiful satin nish. The printed area is
also protected with an additional clear coat
layer.
The Flexi combines protectivity and durability
with a stylish slim t.

Flexible and durable protective layer
Slimline and low pro le
Excellent shock absorption
REACh, RoHS and TUV Rheinland certi ed

Models
Apple
Samsung
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Flexi case

Extra tough for added protection
The tough case is designed to be durable,
featuring a dual layer material for extra
protection. The outer coat is made from
specialist impact resistant plastic which is
extremely strong and lightweight. A black
exible silicone inner provides additional shock
absorption.
This very high quality phone case is carefully
constructed with moulds to precisely match
the dimensions of the device to ensure the
best possible t. The outer case features high
quality colour print that wraps around the
edges of the case which has clear, open ports
for connectivity and bluetooth charging.
This printed case looks neat and elegant whilst
providing maximum protection against drops,
falls and everyday wear and tear. Available in a
matte or gloss nish.

Dual layer case for extra protection
Model speci c casing for easy button access
Clear, open ports for connectivity
Supports bluetooth charging
Durable, shatterproof outer
Matte or gloss nish
REACh, RoHS and TUV Rheinland certi ed

Models
Apple
Samsung
Google
LG
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Tough case

Eco case
Eco-friendly phone case
The eco case is a beautifully designed, ecofriendly case for the iPhone 11, Pro, Max and
SE. Composed of a exible yet tough 100%
biodegradable bioplastic and bamboo bre
mix.
This cover has been ve-foot drop tested for
shock absorbance. There is a raised rim design
to protect the screen. It is a scratch resistant,
slimline cover that is smooth yet non-slip, to
give a strong grip with a natural look and feel.
The case is free from environmentally
damaging phthalates, BPA and cadmium. It is
fully compostable. This cover combines
uncompromising protection with a stunning
aesthetic.

Enhanced durability and shock resistance
Scratch resistant
Clean and open ports for connectivity
Five stunning pastel nishes
100% biodegradable

Models
Apple iPhone 11, 12, Pro, Max and SE
Samsung Galaxy S20
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